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異種型データにおけるキーワードによる問い合わせ処理について

キーワードによる問い合わせ処理への代数的なアプローチ
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異種型データにおいては，データの統一的な管理・シームレスサーチ手法が最も重要な課題と考えられ
る。これらの課題における多くの問題点の中の一つは，キーワードによる検索を行う際，“what is a suitable retrieval

unit?”（何が適切な検索結果の単位であると）いう問題点が挙げられている。本論文では，この問題点を解決する場
合に必要とされる要件や今後の研究方針について具体的に述べる。
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Abstract Keywords queries on various data models have been studied in the past. Regardless of the nature of

target data, a keyword query poses a common problem: the difficulty in determining a suitable retrieval unit. In

this paper, we discuss this problem in a new scenario that assumes several different types of data being stored and

queried in a unified framework. A hypothetical general query model that borrows the ideas of our previous model

designed for XML and linear video data is presented. We then state the requirements and challenges to realize such

a model.
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1. Introduction

Keyword queries in the past were limited to plain docu-

ment search. However, recently they have been studied in

the context of several other data models. The type of un-

derlying data supported by these models range from simple

linear video data [16] to more complex tree-structured XML

data [14] [5] [11] [17] [21] or graph-structured data comprising

web pages [10] [20]. Despite the basic structural differences,

a keyword query over these various types of data poses a

common problem: the difficulty in determining a suitable

retrieval unit to answer the query. This problem is largely

due to the fact that an information unit defined in the data

set often fails to possess enough information in itself to be

qualified as an answer to the given query. For example, as

shown in Fig. 1, a keyword query {sujeet, heterogeneous}

would fail to return any query result, as the query keywords

are split across multiple nodes of a tree representing the XML

data. Much work has been done to compute a suitable re-

trieval unit (the leftmost subtree rooted at author in Fig. 1)

as accurately as possible [5] [11] [17] [21].

Moreover, even if an information unit does possess enough

information in itself, it may not possess enough context in

itself to be called a good (suitable) answer. For example,

in [16] this problem was described in the context of linear

video data. As shown in Fig. 2, a keyword query {dog, man}

is more suitably answered by a set of consecutive shots from

s1 to s4 rather than the single shot s2 even though it con-
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図 1 XML tree: each node representing an information unit (XML element)

tains both the query keywords (‘dog’ and ‘man’) because

the shot, as it is, does not contain enough context in it-

self. [14] provides similar kind of arguments in the context of

document-centric XML data.

dog dog, man man

s0 s1 s2 s3 s4 s5

retrieval unit

図 2 Linear video data: each shot representing an information

unit

As seen in the examples above, a good retrieval unit to

a keyword query often consists of several information units

and this answer must be computed with the help of additional

information. The nature of this additional information may

vary depending upon the type of the underlying data that

we are dealing with. For example, in the context of video

data, temporal relationships among the information units

can be used to generate a suitable retrieval unit . Similarly,

structural relationships can become very handy for deter-

mining suitable retrieval units in the context of document-

centric XML data, whereas in the context of data-centric

XML data, both structural and semantic relationships can

have enormous impact for the same task. Obviously, links

provide excellent assistance in the context of Web data.

Data heterogeneity has emerged as one of the key issues

in recent database applications. These applications demand

several different kinds of data be stored and queried in a

single unified framework. One such killer application is Per-

sonal Information Management Systems (PIMS) and some

preliminary work have already been done in this area [6] [15].

Naturally, a keyword query over heterogeneous data poses

the same problem regarding a retrieval unit . In a unified

framework, however, the individual solutions provided for

various types of data having structural and/or semantical

differences cannot be applied directly to solve this problem.

In this paper, we provide some insights for deriving a general

query model for keyword queries over heterogeneous data.

This model would be based on the results of our previous

models that we developed for linear video data [16] and XML

data [14]. Our goal is to investigate, (a) what the require-

ments would be and (b) how big the challenges would be, for

achieving similar kinds of result in this new scenario. As this

work is still at a preliminary stage, all of our discussions will

be purely informal.

2. Related Work

Study of keyword queries over non-traditional data (other

than plain text documents) is relatively new and we review

below several contributions related to our work. We divide

them into three categories: primary target data type, basic

approach, and the semantics of a retrieval unit . For each of

these categories, we discuss how our work would distinguish

itself from earlier approaches.

Primary target data type: Keyword queries have been

studied over several different data types; data-centric XML

being the one most intensively focused upon [4] [5] [11] [17]

[21]. Data-centric XML documents are highly schematic and

their element tag names are generally “semantically mean-

ingful”. A great deal of effort has been put on to exploit both

the schema and the tag names so that meaningful retrieval

units are identified as precisely and concisely as possible.

On the other hand, studies described in [14] [2] [7] [8] [18]

are focused on keyword search over document-centric XML

documents. Most except [14] have been influenced by con-

ventional IR-style query mechanism.

Another popular target has been relational data [9] [3] [1]

[13] [12] mainly because more and more information stored

in a database server are becoming available in the Web. The
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main issue here is the efficient detection of a suitable retrieval

unit consisting of several information units scattered across

a set of relations.

One that is clearly out of line is our own work on linear

video data [16]. This is also one of the earliest studies to iden-

tify the problem posed by a keyword query, which we stated

in Section 1. To our best knowledge, none of the studies

so far have made any attempt to deal with this issue in the

context of heterogeneous data.

Basic approach to query processing: Two most no-

table approaches to processing keyword queries are (a) set-

based approach [14] [16] [2] [17] and (b) navigational approach

[10] [20] [9] [3] [1] [11]. In the set-based approach, a keyword

query is treated as a collection of algebraic operations on a

set of input data. Several operations need to be defined de-

pending upon the type of input data and the semantics of

the query output. Generally, set-based approach is consid-

ered more reliable and stable than other ad hoc approaches.

Navigational approach, on the other hand, is more frequently

taken especially when the input data is of nature having tree

or graph-structure. Generally, a retrieval unit in a graph-

structured data (tree is a special case of graph) is a sub-

graph and computing a subgraph with this approach is more

intuitive than with the set-based one. However, navigational-

approach lacks flexibility and cannot be easily extended. Our

approach would be set-based approach, at least in the logi-

cal level, since applications dealing with heterogeneous data

would demand not only for robustness but also for extensi-

bility.

Semantics of a retrieval unit: There has been some dis-

crepancies upon what a good retrieval unit is. Naturally, the

semantics of a suitable retrieval unit depends upon the na-

ture of data to be retrieved. For data-centric XML tree data,

a minimal subtree containing all the keywords at least once

seems good enough to be called a suitable retrieval unit . On

the other hand, in [14] it was argued that this concept may

not always be good enough when the target XML data are

less schematic. It then provides a new semantics that goes

beyond the concept the minimal subtree.

[10] is one of the earliest studies that states the problem of

retrieval unit in the context of hyperlinked web pages. There

is a recent study in the same line [20]. Both studies have

graph-structured data as base model, and ‘Steiner tree’ is

the main concept for determining a good retrieval unit . The

concept of ‘Steiner tree’ has also been adopted for keyword

query relational data by several other studies as relational

data can often be modeled by a graph [9] [3] [1] [13] [12].

Although the base model would be graph-structured data

in our framework, our argument is that both the concept of

minimal subtree and ‘Steiner tree’ would not be sufficient to

handle a keyword query over several different types of data.

As as result, we would adopt our own semantics that we

stated in [14]. We shall elaborate on this issue in the follow-

ing sections.

3. Requirements

In this section, we investigate a range of issues that need to

be dealt with in order to develop a general query model for

computing suitable retrieval units to answer a keyword query

over heterogenous data. Solutions to these issues would form

the fundamental basis for our work in future.

3. 1 Unified logical view of heterogeneous data

Any application dealing with a large collection of hetero-

geneous data face a daunting task of managing and query-

ing them simply because the types of data are not limited

to plain, unstructured text files or structured data that can

be easily fit into a conventional Database Management Sys-

tems (DBMS). For example, a personal desktop may typi-

cally contain an extremely heterogeneous collection of data

including text, video, pictures, music, emails, XML, LATEX

and Microsoft Office documents scattered across a hierarchy

of folders.

The nature of relationship among information units de-

fined in data may vary depending upon the kind of data. For

example, while this relationship may be as simple as struc-

tural in document-centric XML data, both structural and

semantic relationships can be considered in the case of data-

centric XML. More complex one such as spatial relationship

may be present predominantly in images and in the case of

video data, multiple relationships such as temporal and spa-

tial and even hierarchical relationships may be present. Sim-

ilar relationships can be considered in relational data based

on foreign keys and html data based on hyperlinks.

A graph-structured data model is an obvious choice for

representing complex nature of heterogeneous data [6]. Sim-

ilar to the approach taken by [6], our goal is to map each

and every information unit of our data, regardless of their

structural and semantic differences, as a distinct node of this

graph. The basic idea is to acquire a unified logical view of

physical data while maintaining a clear distinction between

logical and physical representation of data.

Logical modeling of heterogeneous data based on their

structural, semantic, temporal, spatial information has an

important significance from a database point of view. The

major objective of this approach is also to offer database-like

support for heterogeneous data management so that some

kind of logical data independence can be achieved. For ex-

ample, a LATEX file may have several physical representations.

Several sections of its contents can either be stored either in

a single file or can be stored across multiple files (one file for
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図 3 Heterogeneous data representing a personal desktop and its mapping to a graph-

structured data model

each section). However, its logical representation is unique

independent of its physical representation. Therefore, from

the database management point of view, it is rather easier

to focus on the logical representation of data. Logical data

independence has played an important role in the success of

Relational Database Management Systems [19]. As one can

expect that the volume of data to be handled will continue to

grow, this kind of database support for heterogeneous data

management will be inevitable in the near future [6].

3. 2 Seamless search (uniform query semantics)

Another important issue here is that users should be able

to query heterogeneous data seamlessly. What it means is

that regardless of the types of data that is stored, users

should be able to formulate a query uniformly and still ac-

quire the expected result. Note that it is not unusual to have

following types of answer in our framework.

• an information unit of a particular type

• a retrieval unit consisting of a set of homogeneous in-

formation unit

• a retrieval unit consisting of a set of heterogeneous

information unit

In order to achieve this requirement, we must have a uni-

form query semantics. Moreover, this semantics should pro-

duce a retrieval unit that should be good enough no matter

what set of information units this retrieval unit is composed

of. For example, suppose query keywords are scattered across

a folder, one slide of a powerpoint, a scene (consecutive shots)

of a video (refer to Fig. 3), a retrieval unit may then consist

of several of these information units that are not necessarily

of the same data type. In order to achieve this kind of result,

we need a uniform query semantics that should be amiable

to all different kinds of data.

3. 3 Set-based approach and query optimization

Set-based approach is known to be robust and in most

cases, efficient as there may be opportunities for optimiza-

tion. However, there is another reason why this approach

should be preferred over other ad hoc approaches. Before dis-

cussing further about the significance of set-based approach,

we must look into the issue of determining a suitable retrieval

unit in our case.

As stated earlier, the semantics of a suitable retrieval unit

depends upon the nature of data to be retrieved. Up un-

til now, several different semantics have been defined in the

context of several different data types (refer to Section 2.).

In a unified framework, we are dealing with several different

kinds of data. Moreover, the framework should be flexible

enough to accommodate any new types of data that are un-

known yet. In our case, the semantics of a suitable retrieval

unit defined for a keyword query over document-centric XML

data in [14] is good enough. According to this semantics, a

suitable retrieval unit is intuitively a subtree composed of at

least one node (there may be more) containing each query

keyword (refer to Fig. 4). Note that this semantics is dif-

ferent from minimal subtree or a Steiner tree as defined in

other literature.

The basic idea of this semantics is to compute all poten-

tial retrieval units from a given set of information units. By

doing so, naturally, there would be suitable retrieval units

present in this large answer set. The issue is how to compute

them efficiently. This is where set-based approach comes

handy. Of course, there are other approaches such as nav-

igational ones that are able to exploit specifically designed
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index for efficient computation. However, these approaches

lack extendibility and are successful only for specific cases.

Set-based approach, on the other hand, may provide flex-

ibility and extendibility in the way optimization is carried

out.

There are other important issues such as the issue of ef-

ficient implementations, the issue of optimizations at the

physical levels etc. One of the disadvantages of algebraic

approach over algorithmic approach is immediate unavail-

ability of means to implement operations. Here, we do not

discuss further as a greal deal of work would be necessary in

this area.

4. Hopes and Challenges

In the previous section, we described the major require-

ments for developing a general query model for keyword

queries over heterogeneous data. In this section, we discuss

the challenges ahead of us in order to realize such a model.

4. 1 Uniform mapping of relationships among in-

formation units

As stated in Section 1., a retrieval unit to a keyword query

needs to be computed with the help of additional informa-

tion. This additional information is provided by various

types of relationships such as temporal, structural, seman-

tic etc. depending upon the nature of the data of interest.

Therefore, the challenge here is not only to define a unified

data model that can represent each information unit identi-

fied in all kinds of data but also to be able to map any type of

relationship uniformly so that these relationships can be ex-

ploited for generating suitable retrieval units. One thing we

are not sure yet is whether or not a simple graph-structured

data is enough for mapping both hierarchical and temporal

relationship in linear video data.

4. 2 Defining Operations

In most cases of keyword query over XML data, a join op-

eration is essential in order to compute a potential retrieval

unit . This operation is more popularly known as the oper-

ation that finds out the lca (least common ancestor) of two

nodes in a tree-structured data [11] [17] [21]. A broader def-

inition is found in [14], in which this operation is termed as

a fragment join. The basic idea is to compute a larger unit

consisting of several inter-related information units. For ex-

ample, according to the definition given in [14], the leftmost

subtree rooted at author in Fig. 1 can be generated by tak-

ing the fragment join of the leftmost two leaf nodes. In this

case, the input structure is a tree which makes the operation

look relatively easy. However, when the input structure is

a graph, this operation needs to be redefined as one node

may have multiple parents. In this case, the ordering of the

nodes based on the topological ordering of the base docu-

ment, cannot be exploited to identify the relative position of

two nodes. This might make the join definition more com-

plex and as a result its implementation might become even

harder. However, it is our hope that by careful implemen-

tation of the join operation, we shall still be able to take

advantages of natural orderings of several types of data such

as XML, linear video data, files and folders etc.

4. 3 Computational Complexity

Operations on graph-structured data are notorious as com-

putational cost can quickly grow exponentially, thus making

them practically infeasible. Moreover, the nature of the se-

mantics of retrieval unit in our framework, which we de-

scribed in the previous section, makes the join operation (no

matter what its definition would be) be performed a numer-

ous number of times. Our first challenge is to estimate the

required number of join operation for computing a retrieval

unit and investigate if this can be bound by a fixed number

of iterations. The basic idea is to avoid exhaustive execu-

tion of the operation. Similar kind of issue in the case of

tree-structured data was described in [14].

Often, algebraic operations offer opportunity for query op-

timization if their equivalent expressions, which narrow down

the search space, can be derived. An excellent case is de-

scribed in [14], in which a special type of filters are defined

for achieving logical optimization. Our challenge would be

to adapt these ideas that have been proved successful for the

case of tree-structured data for our new graph-structured

scenario.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

Due to its simplicity, the popularity of keyword queries

cannot be denied. At the same time, modern applications

such as Personal Information Management Systems (PIMS)

demand several different kinds of data be stored and queried

in a single unified framework. In this paper, we presented

some insights for deriving a general query model for keyword

queries over heterogeneous data. The main characteristics of

this model would be:

• Flexible enough to accommodate several different na-

ture of data in a single unified framework.

• Unlike several other algorithmic approaches, purely al-

gebraic, thus robust and extensible.

• Expect to acquire good retrieval units due to a broader

and more meaningful query semantics.

• High hope of optimization done at the logical level.

Finding solutions to the issues that we described in Sec-

tion 4. would be our immediate future work.
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